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Introduction
Colony picking represents a powerful tool within the workflow of mammalian cell line development 
and the study of microbiology. In the latest years, the use and range of applications of colony 
screening solutions has continuously increased, in concomitance with the advancement of 
biotechnology research (Fig. 1). Different scientific challenges have been recently faced in this field, 
from the development of CRISPR-based genome editing technologies to the necessity to produce 
new efficient therapeutics against SARS-CoV-2. In this regard, 50 drugs were approved by US Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA) in 2021, 36 of which were new chemical entities and 14 were biologics 
including peptides, oligonucleotides, and antibody-drug conjugates, thus reflecting the increasing 
relevance of this class of drugs1. 

In this context, fast and efficient colony picking and clone screening processes allow to shorten 
workflow timelines for therapy development, prompting towards quality product improvement and 
a quicker updating of regulatory processes, which need to align with the guidelines of US Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA). This eBook is aimed to help scientist during the choice of their 
automated colony picking solution, considering the necessity of high throughput, applications and 
major bottlenecks of the process. The focus is on currently available microbial and mammalian clone 
screening devices and a comparison among different proven technologies is provided.

Figure 1. Common applications of colony picking.
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Microbial colony picking
a.   A brief history of microbiology and  

colony picking modern applications
  Microbiology involves the study of all microbial living organisms, including bacteria, viruses, fungi, microalgae 

and parasites. Since the pioneering studies of Antoni van Leeuwenhoek (1632–1723) microbiology has gained an 
increasingly relevant role in biotechnology. In this discipline microorganisms are often used as living factories to 
produce proteins or chemicals that otherwise could not be manufactured. From library management to antibiotic 
discovery, from phage display to antibody production, biotechnology has a wide range of applications where 
colony picking is required (Fig. 2). For instance, a DNA sequencing workflow includes several steps during 
which the sample genome is fragmented, cloned, mixed with other reagents and then analysed to determine its 
sequence. Automated colony picking can be easily integrated in this workflow, specifically in the cloning phase, 
as the more samples can be replicated, the larger DNA strands can be analysed. This advancement represents 
an important aspect to consider when the human genome was first mapped and is nowadays of interest for 
scientists using CRISPR-based gene editing technologies2.

Figure 2. Biotechnology applications of microbial colony picking.

b.   Synthetic biology
  Synthetic biology is a new relevant field where the use of automated colony pickers is growing, aside from 

medical sciences and pharmaceutical industry. This discipline uses genetic engineering to manipulate pathways 
within existing biological systems to create new entities, often involving the manufacture of molecules or 
proteins. Biological building blocks are generated from bacteria, which can be genetically engineered for 
different applications, e.g. to increase plant resistance to insects and frost. Additionally, an increasing demand 
of microbial testing in the food industry occurs. Due to certain food’s shelf life, testing of yeast, mold and other 
pathogens is fundamental to ensure food integrity. Thanks to automated colony pickers, researchers can quickly 
screen thousands of samples of food products for dangerous microorganisms. Also, strain engineering can 
be used for the creation of the so-called novel food, produced using new technologies or novel production 
processes (e.g. synthetic meat)3.
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c.  How is colony picking performed? 
  In microbiology, a colony is defined as a group of bacteria, fungi or other microorganisms grown on a solid agar 

medium. Picking a pure colony and then re-grow it on agar plate using a toothpick, an inoculation loop or a pipette 
tip allows production of discrete colonies of the selected microorganisms. However, manual colony picking and 
bacterial streaking are two main bottlenecks when dealing with colony screening, as they are laborious, time-
consuming and extremely subjective, since prone to human error (Fig. 3). In addition, data tracking and database 
management are often critical aspects, considering the high amount of data produced when screening large 
libraries. Hence, automation of these processes is preferable to increase throughput and data accuracy.

Figure 3. Major bottlenecks in colony screening.
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d.   Optimizing your colony picker's choice
  Throughput and scalability
  The scale up of the process is often required for an efficient library 

screening. Throughput necessities consistently affect the choice of 
an automated solution; if a medium throughput is needed (e.g. few 
hundred colonies processed/hour), a compact, low-cost colony picker 
may be considered. To achieve higher throughput, the use of larger and 
more advanced systems should be considered, allowing the scale up 
of the process to >1000 colonies/ hour (Fig. 4). Another related aspect 
is the picking efficiency (mainly determined by the picking speed and 
inoculation frequency) which in the industry is currently estimated at 
approximately 70–80%. However, automated colony pickers with over 
90% efficiency can be easily found in the market.

What to consider when 
choosing a colony picker?

• Throughput & scalability

• Undesired contaminations

• Sample tracking

•  Parameters for 
colony selection

• Microorganism compatibility

• Applications

• Labware

• Future requirements

Figure 4. Graphic representation of throughput for manual and automated 
colony picking as number of colonies/ hour (Dark blue: low throughput 
(manual colony picking); light blue and green: medium and high throughput 
upon automation.
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Targeted adjustments to minimize the risk of cross-contaminations may be done. In this context, microorganism 
pathogenicity plays a fundamental role when choosing an automated solution: the assessment of the biosafety 
level (BSL) may need specific sterilization protocols and an eventual HEPA filtration, which should be compatible 
with the system in use.

Sample tracking
The presence of an audit trail helps to establish the credibility and conformability of a qualitive study and may 
serve as a proof of reproducibility for the scientific community.
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Parameters for selecting items of interest
An automated colony picker usually relies on certain programmed parameters to identify and pick the items 
with desired dimensions. This selection may be refined depending on colony radius, shape, color, proximity and 
contrast to the background. With automation users can often create and define their own visual and technical 
criteria, but what are the right colonies? Software provided with automated systems needs to learn what colonies 
are the best for picking, a process requiring a flexible and easy connection between hardware and software to 
achieve an accurate localization and picking of the desired colonies.

Microorganism compatibility
Individual experimental set up may require adjustments depending on the microbial phenotypic attributes. 
Picking pins for E. coli may not work optimally when applied to other microorganisms like yeast or fungi, as they 
form morphologically distinct colonies with a fluffy/smooth appearance. A flexible system with different picking 
pins in terms of shape, size and texture would meet the designated microbial colony's shape, stickiness, viscosity, 
or other characteristics that can impact picking efficiency (Fig. 5).

Figure 5. Identification of morphologically distinct microbial colonies. 
A different array of picking pins allows for screening of a wide range 
of microorganisms, including bacteria, yeast, and fungi.
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Applications
To achieve high throughput, an application-driven choice may be 
considered to switch from manual colony picking to automation. 
Currently, strain engineering and strain development workflows 
often rely on the possibility of selecting colonies of interest based 
on fluorescent screening, ensuring faster identification of high-value 
targets (Fig. 6). The use of appropriate fluorescent markers can be thus 
combined with the automated selection phase for morphological and 
functional screening, shortening in this way the screening timeline. As 
an example, colony screening based on red/green fluorescence may 
be required for CRISPR-Cas9 library generation.

Figure 6. Fluorescence application. (A) Comparison of screening assay using conventional or fluorescence enabled 
method. Fluorescent selection saves screening time by focusing on downstream assays and screening on high-value 
targets. (B) Identification of fluorescent E. coli colonies. Top panel: initial colony selection performed on white-light images. 
Yellow outlines indicate colonies identified for picking based on fluorescence detection, red outlines represent excluded 
colonies. Bottom Panel: fluorescence images of bacterial colonies expressing pFluorBlue (BFP), pFluorGreen (GFP) and 
RFP, respectively4. Images were acquired with QPix 420 colony picker and merged to create a pseudocolored image 
using MetaMorph® software, available from Molecular Devices.
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Future requirements
When choosing an appropriate colony picker, eventual future requirements need also to be considered. 
Users should evaluate what do they need for capacity later, and if the instrument they are choosing will be 
still easily integrated in a future workflow. For instance, the type of plates in use could change, depending 
on liquid handling requirements and on storage capacity. This aspect may be easily addressed by a modular 
system compatible with eventual expansions. In this way, additional functions apart from colony picking may be 
integrated, such as liquid handling and library management (Fig. 7).

Figure 7. Additional functions related to colony picking automation

Labware
Automation needs to be usually compatible with previous labware, so it is important to know how an automated 
colony picker fits in a laboratory. Several aspects deserve consideration: the number of samples to manage, 
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microplate readers.
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Experimental workflows
a.   Molecular cloning workflow
  Molecular cloning is a technique used to study biological traits through in vitro gene amplification. In this 

workflow, a target DNA sequence is first ligated into a prepared vector, e.g. a plasmid, containing unique 
restriction sites for cloning the foreign DNA and antibiotic resistance genes. Assembled plasmids are then used 
for transformation of microbes, such as competent bacteria, to deliver the foreign DNA into the host. Transformed 
cells are plated and spread on agar plates: as the bacteria replicate, the growth of multiple colonies with the 
defined DNA sequences occurs. Although bacterial colonies can be manually selected and picked, this is a 
very laborious process, requiring hundreds of plates and kits. In addition, several errors or contamination may 
occur. Automating the process can dramatically reduce labour while increasing throughput and efficiency. An 
automated screening allows the user to pick up a colony based on its size, colour, fluorescence, or proximity. 
Selected colonies can be then easily inoculated into liquid media for downstream hit identification and library 
management (Fig. 8).

Figure 8. Molecular cloning workflow.
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b.  Phage display workflow

  Phage display is a method to study the interaction of a protein, peptide or DNA with a target protein. This 
molecular tool enables the discovery of high-affinity binders by using bacteriophages to present a target protein 
on the external part of the viral coat, while containing the DNA encoding the target protein inside the viral coat. In 
a first step, called panning, a process of phage enrichment within a population that has high binding affinity to the 
target occurs. The library is exposed to the antigen of interest and after several elution processes only phages 
with highest binding affinity are selected. Bacteriophages from the previous step are then cloned and picked 
to isolate each unique protein binder. To achieve a high throughput in this workflow, automated colony pickers 
can be used instead of manual inoculation, plating, spreading and picking. The displaying phages can then 
undergo on screening for binding against a library of proteins or peptides. This selection process often requires 
further validation using quantitative immunoassays, such as ELISA, immunofluorescence, agglutination, and/or 
precipitation assay. Following the characterization of antibody-antigen interaction, candidate molecules are then 
screened for functional activity (e.g., viral neutralization or vaccine efficacy), using e.g. cell-based assays (Fig. 9).

Figure 9. Phage display workflow.
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Mammalian cell line development
Mammalian cells are usually genetically modified to produce different biologics, including growth factors, hormones 
and antibodies5. Cell line development workflows consist in a multistep process involving single cell cloning, formation 
of discrete colonies and isolation of these discrete colonies. A further step of monoclonality verification is often crucial 
from a quality and regulatory perspective, to ensure that the cell line originates from a single progenitor and is therefore 
monoclonal. Assessment of clone productivity and stability should be additionally performed, usually resulting in a 
time- and resource-intensive process due to the manual labour requirements. Different methods are currently available 
to isolate single cells, from limiting dilutions (LD) to Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) (Table). However, other 
options are also available, helping to shorten the experimental timelines from months to weeks by decreasing the 
resources needed for cell line manufacturing (Fig. 10).

Table 1. Comparison of different clone isolation methods. 

Description Pros Cons

Limiting  
dilutions (LD)

Cells are diluted sequentially on 
well plates to obtain an average of 
less than one cell per well. At this 
low concentration, the cell colonies 
derived are presumed to be 
originating from single cells.

•  Low cost

• Relatively simple operation

• Industry proven

•  Time consuming

• Low throughput & labor intensive

•  Single cells must be verified with  
additional methods

•  Need to perform secondary 
screening assays

Fluorescence-
activated cell 
sorting (FACS)

Single-cell sorting based on cellular 
fluorescent characteristics. Every 
droplet contains a cell and the 
instrument applies a charge to 
every droplet, forcing the cell to 
enter a specific collection tube.

•  High throughput & shorter time

•  Several characteristics can be 
acquired for each cell

•  Sorting can occur at the single-cell 
level (depositing ~1 cell/well) or  
bulk level

•  Additional work required to 
identify high producers

•  Low cell viability (cellular stress 
caused by stream)

•  Selection limited to 
immunodetection of cell  
surface antigens rather than 
secreted products

•  Many proteins cannot be detected 
by this method

•  FACS does not always show  
good correlation with  
high-producing clones

•  Difficult to implement

Automated 
colony picker

Automated colony picker is 
capable of screening and selecting 
high-value clones from large 
heterogeneous populations of cells.

•  Higher throughput than  
limiting dilution

•  Clone selection based on  
user-defined characteristics  
(e.g. shape, size, proximity, and 
fluorescence intensity)

• High cell viability

• Selection of high producing clones

• Easy to implement

• Industry proven

•  Throughput is not as high as 
FACS but protein expression is 
measured over time as  
clones proliferate

•  No single cell picking but 
possibility to verify the presence 
of a single cell in each well
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Figure 10. Graphic representation of time (weeks) needed to 
screen 12,000 clones using different technologies. Orange: 
limiting dilutions; light green: fluorescence-activated cell 
sorting (FACS); yellow: automated colony picking.

a.   What to consider for mammalian colony screening?

• Number of clones to screen

• Cell type

•  Expected clones after the screening

•  Protein localization

•  Primary screening or sub-cloning?

•  Screening for highest producers/Ag-specificity

•  Appropriate fluorescent detection agent

•  Monoclonality verification requirements

Weeks to screen 12,000 clones
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Colony picking

FACS + Imaging

Limiting dilutions

Bottlenecks in cell line 
development workflows

• Accelerate selection of high valued clones

• Find rare high-secreting clonal cell lines

• Rapidly ensure monoclonality

• Objectively assess cell confluence

  Number of clones to screen
  This aspect relates to transfection/fusion efficiency, the number of independent events and whether it is 

important to screen the whole population or only a representative sample. It is usually recommended that 
conditions for successful plating are previously established for a specific cell line, particularly in case of freshly 
transfected/fused cells. The correct density of colonies in the culture dish is key to the success of colony 
selection and the automated picking process. It is therefore crucial to thoroughly optimise the seeding densities.
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  Cell type
  Is the cell line to screen adherent or in suspension? Is it serum-free? A wide range of cell types including 

CHO, HEK293, hybridomas, myelomas, PER.C6® or embryonic stem cells may be used, therefore individual 
requirements need to be considered (Fig. 11). 

Figure 11. Label-free cell imaging. (A) Representative image of discreet colonies formed by HEK293 cells, taken on day 
11 post-plating. Cells were cultured in suspension with semi-solid media (4X magnification, transmitted light, scale bar: 
100 µm). (B) Imaging analysis of a CHO-S cell strain growing in suspension. Cells were imaged in a U-bottom plate 4 h 
after seeding and an accurate cell detection was obtained by partial scanning of the center of the well (4X magnification, 
transmitted light, scale bar: 100 µm). Images were acquired using Molecular Devices CloneSelect Imager. 

A B

Number of expected clones after the screening
After a first round of colony screening, a certain number of clones could be approximately expected, which may 
imply a determined capacity in later liquid handling or screening steps.

Protein localization
Researchers may need to investigate a recombinant protein which could be secreted, located inside the cell or 
on the cell surface. It is important to consider protein localization, since this aspect will affect the detection agent 
used, the time of application and the statistical parameters to be used.

Primary screen or sub-cloning
This may influence the plating density as well as the stringency of the colony groups. Generally, during sub-
cloning the highest stringency is selected. On the other hand, for primary screening many users prefer to plate 
at higher density and use lower exclusion stringency criteria; this can be done to screen the largest possible 
experimental space, with acceptance that a round of sub-cloning will be necessary to be assured of clonality.

Screening for highest producers/antigen specificity or both
Clone screening and pool enrichment may be performed by choosing highest producers vs. lower producers 
or by selecting the desired clones based on their specificity towards the target antigen, in case of mAb 
development. This aspect will determine if the user need to set up a secretion assay for immunoglobulin 
quantification, an antigen-specificity assay, or a combination of both.
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Appropriate fluorescent detection agent
It is essential to use antibodies with the correct species specificity and to minimize cross-reactivity to avoid 
unspecific signal. In addition, the conjugated fluorophore should be compatible with the system in use to allow a 
clear detection (Fig. 12).

Figure 12. Fluorescent detection of CHO colonies expressing different levels of target antigen. 
(A) Overview of identified clones growing in a 6 well plate. (B) To achieve an appropriate colony 
selection, fluorescent screening using a FITC-conjugated antibody specific for the target antigen 
was performed. Selection of high-value clones can be achieved by comparison of the colony 
image in transmitted light (right panel) to the one in fluorescence mode (left panel). 

Monoclonality verification
To ensure the genetic reproducibility of the cell line, monoclonality verification according to FDA guidelines 
is required, which is part of the overall control strategy for product development6,7,8. The traditional and most 
accepted approach involves the observation of the cells in transmitted white light on day 0 to confirm the 
presence of single cells. However, identification of a single cell at this stage is often challenging, as cellular 
debris and well artifacts can be easily mistaken for cells. Consequently, cell line developers typically evaluate 
cells at the colony stage and trace back the origins of the colony to confirm monoclonality (Fig. 13).

Figure 13. Relevance of a proof of monoclonality for different colonies. Representative images of 
cells growing into colonies were taken at day 0, 3, 7 and upon 14 days of growth. Identification of 
two cells on day 0 (bottom panel, red circle) indicates that the growing colony is not monoclonal. 
On the top panel, a single cell originating a monoclonal colony was detected.
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FITC Trans WL

Monoclonal
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Figure 14. Comparison of clone screening workflow timelines using limiting dilutions and Z-stack planar imaging. 

Limiting dilutions is the most common method, often resulting in a time consuming and low throughput process. 
Two rounds of clone screening are typically required by FDA to hit the acceptable probability of monoclonality 
when using limiting dilutions. However, automated technologies which are less dependent on probability may be 
also employed to shorten single cell identification process. As an example, the use of a Z-stack planar imaging 
on day 0 allows a rapid detection of a single cell by generating several images of the sample on different focal 
planes. This technology enables accurate alignment of images in XY and Z dimension, respectively, decreasing 
the probability of misidentifying objects by screening for nearby cells in 3 dimensions. In these conditions, a 
single round of clone screening is already acceptable for regulatory submission to FDA, allowing generation of a 
proof of monoclonality within a shorter timeline (Fig. 14).
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b.  Cell line development workflow
  A workflow for cell line establishment starts with delivery of a gene encoding a protein of interest into a target 

cell type (e.g., CHO or HEK293 cells). Screening of thousands of clones is then required to select the best 
producers from an heterogenous pool (pool enrichment). In the next step, single cells with a robust expression of 
the recombinant protein can be isolated and plated.

  After several days, the formation of discrete colonies can be observed, and different technologies can be used 
to monitor colony growth and verify monoclonality. In the next step of this workflow, a control quality screening is 
then performed, to validate the product manufacturing (Fig. 15). 

Figure 15. Stable cell line development workflow.
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c.  Hybridoma screening workflow
  Hybridoma technology is a method used to produce monoclonal antibodies which recently displayed a 

fundamental role to contrast the onset of COVID-19 pandemic9. The process starts by immunization of mice 
with the antigen of interest and isolation of murine splenocytes (B cells) expressing unique antibodies (Fig. 16). 
These cells are subsequently fused with immortal myeloma cells to produce a hybrid cell line called hybridoma, 
characterized by the antibody-producing ability of B cells and longevity and proliferative capacity of myeloma 
cells. To maximize antibody yield, it is important to select for hybridomas over myeloma and B cells after the 
fusion. Hybridoma clones are then cultivated in HAT media, containing hypoxanthine, aminopterin, and thymidine. 
In these conditions, unfused B cells are easily excluded since they do not replicate in culture while unfused 
myelomas are negatively selected because deficient in HGPRT enzyme, required for the nucleotide salvage 
pathway. Only completely fused hybridoma cells can survive and replicate in this media. In the next step, clonally 
derived hybridomas are identified and clones can be selected based on productivity, antigen specificity and 
immunoglobulin class. To characterize and validate the best clones, further immunoassays may be performed 
(e.g. ELISA, Ab titration). Once consolidated the best clones, production can be scaled up and selection agents 
are removed. Hybridoma screening can be expanded to increase antibody production by using bioreactors or 
larger flasks, for instance.

Figure 16. Workflow for hybridoma cell lines generation and screening.
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d.  Stem cell workflow
  Stem cells are relevant tools for genetic engineering and development of stem cell-based therapies in animal 

models and human patients. Given their in vitro stable pluripotency and capacity for self-renewal, they are often 
used for basic research on early lineage commitment10. Specifically, the targeted propagation of undifferentiated 
cells is of particular interest for embryonic stem cells (ESCs) and for induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs), 
which are commonly used in regenerative medicine11. A typical workflow includes an initial step of plating cells 
(day 0) to allow for growth in certain conditions. Culture media can be subsequently modified to deprive cells of 
growth factors, and formation of discrete pluripotent cell colonies can be observed. In this context, automated 
technologies streamline the process of pool enrichment during selection of clones of interest and help to visually 
monitor colony growth over time (Fig. 17).

Figure 17. Typical workflow of stem cell differentiation. Representative image of discrete colonies originated from iPSCs 
after 7 days of growth.

  Of notice, new cutting-edge technologies are currently available to automate and increase throughput of stem 
cell colony picking. As an example, specific pins designed for stem cell applications can be used for an efficient 
picking of adherent colonies; the integration of a specific cut-out feature on the pin tip allows for gentle scraping 
of the colony from the well bottom (Fig. 18). 

Figure 18. Customized picking pins for stem cell 
applications. The tip of the stem cell picking pin 
has a specifically designed shape and includes 
a cut-out feature which allows the colony to 
stay within the aspiration zone (central portion) 
of the picking pin. The diameter of the pin tip is 
approximately. 1.2 mm, allowing a large area of 
each colony to be picked.

Day 0
Plating

Day 1–3
Feeding

Day 5–7
Colony picking

Undifferentiated 
ESCs

Colony formationDifferentiation 
– Removal of 
embryonic feeders

Clonal outgrowth in 7 Days

Stem cell picking pins

1.2 mm
diameter 
bore

0.4 mm
diameter 
bore

1.2 mm diameter 
scraping feature
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Colony picking automation

a. Laboratory automation
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b. Colony picking automation
 Customer story

  University of Edinburgh uses QPix colony  
pickers to scale up DNA manufacturing

 The Challenge
  The Edinburgh Genome Foundry (EGF) manufactures genetic material for their customers using a fully 

automated robotic platform, creating and modifying strands of DNA up to one mega base pairs in length. 
These DNA constructs are used to provide new or improved functionality to cells or whole organisms, such as 
re-programming of stem cells for personalized medicine, production of disease-detecting bacteria, or increase 
the yield of biofuel crops.

  To achieve higher throughput with accurate sample and data tracking, EGF required an automated colony picking 
system that was also able to plate and streak multiple samples onto automation compatible SBS-format trays. 
Additionally, this system had to be able to fully integrate into their existing automated workflow. This required 
hardware and software modifications to allow access to third-party robotic arms for sample handling and delivery 
to other instruments in the workflow.

 The Solution
  To meet the needs of the EGF, the Advanced Workflow Engineering Solutions (AWES) Team modified a QPix 

420 system to offer hardware for liquid handling and modified structural design to allow the access of a robotic 
arm. We named this customized configuration the QPix Select-HT system. In addition, a custom QPix head was 
developed to allow spreading of 8 samples onto a single, undivided agar tray that meets SBS standards for 
microplate dimensions. Open API and software support for each uniquely tailored process were also provided. 
The QPix Select-HT system was fully integrated by the EGF into their automation platform which included three 
robotic arms, two liquid handlers, incubators, PCR machines (both standard and real-time), an acoustic dispenser, 
centrifuges, plate sealers and peelers, de-lidders, and a capper/decapper system.



c.  Colony picking solutions

QPix® 400 Series Microbial Colony Pickers
Automated microbial clone screening and library  
management system
The QPix 400 Series Microbial Colony Pickers combine intelligent image analysis 
with precise automation for fast and efficient screening of large libraries. With a 
variety of data tracking and assay tools, the QPix Software streamlines the control 
and management of complex and iterative processes.
•  Use the QPix system for synthetic biology, DNA assembly, antibody discovery, protein 

engineering, and phage display workflows

• Streamline your workflow with scalable automation – pick up to 30,000 colonies per day

• Electronic data tracking for well-documented data control

•  Sterile environment with customizable HEPA filtration options

ClonePix® 2 Mammalian Colony Picker
Cell line development solutions with automated clone screening
Screen more clones in less time with monoclonal verification on day zero, then 
screen and identify for highest producers in weeks, not months.
• Screen 10X more clones than limiting dilution

• Increase probability of identifying high-value clones

• Condense the workflow into a singular solution from single cell isolation to titer

•  Eliminate or recover unstable clones early

CloneSelect® Imager and CloneSelect Imager FL
Verify monoclonality confidently
The all new CloneSelect Imager FL adds high contrast multichannel fluorescent 
technology in addition to the standard white light imaging that allows for accurate 
single-cell detection and proof of monoclonality at day 0. Streamline your workflow 
with comparative confluence assays to identify and verify gene edits.
•  Document evidence of single cells and confluency digitally for auditing and submission to 

regulatory authorities

• Image cells non invasively at multiple time points to monitor colony formation

• Screen using high resolution white light imaging

• Deliver real-time results with on-the-fly analysis

• Automation and integration ready

NEW

Multichannel
fluorescence
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